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FAIROS-HEP

Recently, the US National Science Foundation funded a new Research 
Coordination Network project titled “FAIROS-HEP”.  
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The NSF’s FAIROS Research Coordination Networks

Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable, Open Science Research 
Coordination Networks (FAIROS RCN) program represent a pooled investment of 
over $12.5 million in open science from all directorates comprising NSF.

FAIROS RCN supports groups of investigators to communicate, innovate, 
coordinate, and standardize research practices, training, and educational 
activities across disciplinary, organizational, geographic, and international 
boundaries to achieve the goals of FAIR and other open-science guiding 
principles. 

Research coordination networks are a form of awards that NSF makes to advance 
scientific practices and standards broadly across multiple research fields. These 
RCN awards will be for three-year projects. 
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FAIROS-HEP Continues a Legacy of Contributions
DASPOS (2012-2016) 

● https://daspos.crc.nd.edu/ 
● Contributions to RECAST led to REANA as a spinoff project now led by CERN
● Supported REANA Common Workflow Language 

DIANA-HEP (2015-2021)
● https://diana-hep.org/
● Contributions to REANA, RECAST, launched pyhf likelihood publishing, Active Learning for 

reinterpretation
● Supported GitHub -> Zenodo DOI minting

IRIS-HEP (2018-?)
● https://iris-hep.org/ 
● Major contributions to likelihood publishing, HEPData integration,  

SCAILFIN (2018-2021)
● https://scailfin.github.io/ 
● Contributions to REANA (Slurm and HPC backends, applications built on top of REANA, 

etc.), Active Learning for reinterpretation
FAIROS-HEP (2022-2025)

● https://fairos-hep.org/ (under construction)
● Continue the legacy of contributions, help coordinate the ecosystem
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What is FAIROS-HEP?

The FAIROS-HEP project aims to connect groups of researchers thinking about 
FAIR data in HEP and other experts in this field to envision a more cohesive 
infrastructure around data and publications in HEP.  

● By focusing on FAIR data practices and how data and software can be 
linked to physics results, we hope to build a network of researchers 
thinking about how we can create a “living publication” to preserve and 
extend physics results.  

● The project includes some funding for building infrastructure as well as 
future workshops connecting groups.
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Kickoff workshop

The goals of the workshop were to:

1. Assess progress by each experiment in producing 
reusable data,  

2. Establish updated ideas regarding the use cases 
for data access, interoperability, and reuse across 
the different experiments and experimental fields,  

3. Define what data and associated information 
supports the use cases, and  

4. Identify a preliminary set of access methods and 
infrastructure that would support these use cases.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1234612/ 

Technical Recommendations: Provide initial direction for which elements 
of the cyber ecosystem will be most relevant for the first round of technical 
improvements. Initiate investigations.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1234612/


IRIS-HEP

The IRIS-HEP Analysis Systems focus area extends to reuse and preservation, 
but it has not been a major area of activity. FAIROS-HEP will coordinate closely.
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The Kinds of Developments
that FAIROS-HEP Would Like to Nurture
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Open Science & Beyond
The field is at a tipping point. CERN has publicly embraced 
Open Science and the experiments are adopting new 
policies.

But we also realize Open Data is not the end of the story. 
Reuse is key! 
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Highlight: 2020 CERN homepage
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Featured on CERN homepage



In the press

11https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/atlas-releases-full-orchestra-of-analysis-instruments



Published Probability Models
Published Probability Models
Updated list of HEPData entries for publications using HistFactory  JSON statistical models:

● Search for charginos and neutralinos in final states with two boosted hadronically decaying bosons and missing transverse momentum 
in pp collisions at s√=13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. 2021. doi:10.17182/hepdata.104458

● Measurement of the tt̅tt̅ production cross section in pp collisions at s√=13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. 2021. 
doi:10.17182/hepdata.105039

● Search for R-parity violating supersymmetry in a final state containing leptons and many jets with the ATLAS experiment using s√=13 
TeV proton-proton collision data. 2021. doi:10.17182/hepdata.104860

● Search for chargino–neutralino pair production in final states with three leptons and missing transverse momentum in s√=13 TeV pp 
collisions with the ATLAS detector. 2021. doi:10.17182/hepdata.95751

● Measurements of the inclusive and differential production cross sections of a top-quark-antiquark pair in association with a Z boson at 
s√=13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. 2021. doi:10.17182/hepdata.100351

● Search for pair production of third-generation scalar leptoquarks decaying into a top quark and a τ-lepton in pp collisions at s√=13 TeV 
with the ATLAS detector. 2021. doi:10.17182/hepdata.100174.

● Search for squarks and gluinos in final states with one isolated lepton, jets, and missing transverse momentum at s√=13 TeV with the 
ATLAS detector. 2021. doi:10.17182/hepdata.97041

● Search for trilepton resonances from chargino and neutralino pair production in s√=13 TeV pp collisions with the ATLAS detector. 2020. 
doi:10.17182/hepdata.99806.

● Search for displaced leptons in s√=13 TeV pp collisions with the ATLAS detector. 2020. doi:10.17182/hepdata.98796.
● Search for squarks and gluinos in final states with jets and missing transverse momentum using 139 fb−1 of s√=13 TeV pp collision 

data with the ATLAS detector. 2020. doi:10.17182/hepdata.95664.
● Measurement of the tt̅ production cross-section in the lepton+jets channel at s√=13 TeV with the ATLAS experiment. 2020. 

doi:10.17182/hepdata.95748.
● Search for long-lived, massive particles in events with a displaced vertex and a muon with large impact parameter in pp collisions at 

s√=13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. 2020. doi:10.17182/hepdata.91760
● Search for chargino-neutralino production with mass splittings near the electroweak scale in three-lepton final states in s√ = 13 TeV pp 

collisions with the ATLAS detector. 2019. doi:10.17182/hepdata.91127.
● Searches for electroweak production of supersymmetric particles with compressed mass spectra in s√=13 TeV pp collisions with the 

ATLAS detector. 2019. doi:10.17182/hepdata.91374
● Search for direct stau production in events with two hadronic τ-leptons in s√=13 TeV pp collisions with the ATLAS detector. 2019. 

doi:10.17182/hepdata.92006.
● Search for direct production of electroweakinos in final states with one lepton, missing transverse momentum and a Higgs boson 

decaying into two b-jets in (pp) collisions at s√=13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. 2019. doi:10.17182/hepdata.90607.
● Search for squarks and gluinos in final states with same-sign leptons and jets using 139 fb−1 of data collected with the ATLAS 

detector. 2019. doi:10.17182/hepdata.91214.
● Search for bottom-squark pair production with the ATLAS detector in final states containing Higgs bosons, b-jets and missing 

transverse momentum. 2019. doi:10.17182/hepdata.89408.
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Reuse in <30 lines of code 
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Community Contributions
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Preservation & Reinterpretation
First results using the RECAST reinterpretation framework 
and publishing full statistical likelihoods (using pyhf)
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FAIROS-HEP Developed Infrastructure
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http://hepexplorer.net



FAIROS-HEP: Future Workshop Trajectory
Workshop 2: Broader Community 
Engagement and Theory Reinterpretation

Attendees: Particle Physics Experimentalists and 

Theorists

Location: TBD

Workshop 3: Specific Reuse Case: Deriving 
EFT Results from Future LHC Data

Attendees: Participants from the LHC 
experiments and theorists working on EFT 
interpretations
Location: US University, TBD
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Workshop 4: Broader Engagement: CNI 
and External Science Partners

Attendees: Core RCN members, CNI 
membership, External Science Partners
Location: Semi-Annual CNI Membership 
Meeting

Workshop 5: Reuse Case: Kinematic 
RECASTing for New Physics Discovery

Attendees: Participants from the LHC 

experiments and theorists working on new 

physics searches

Location: US University



Thank you!
 

Questions?
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The NSF’s FAIROS Research Coordination Networks

DBER+ Commons
● FAIR in Education research

MaRCN
● Open science in materials

FAIR facilities and instruments
● PIDs for research instruments

FARR
● Best practices for ML/AI

Geospatial Big Data Infrastructure
● Environmental research

Paleobio/zooarchaeology 
databases 
● Community-coordinated resources

SEEKCommons project
● Bridge social and environ. sciences

NoCTURN
● Non-clinical tomography

REPETO
● Reproducibility in CS Education
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We are one of 10 funded projects:


